particular points in Indian draft that GA Press Pearson, FOSSENY Eden, and Indian DELEG had earlier been informed were not RPT not acceptable to us. Indian draft RRS submitted GA Nov 17 does not reflect changes suggested in our redraft. Embassy New Delhi reports that Deputy UK High Commissioner was told by Indian FOSSENY that India has had no communication with Peiping on subject of Indian DELEG's consultations in New York or his suggested RRS.

ACTING BRUCE

DQ/7: Please send to London

Moscow

Paris

Tokyo

Pusan

by air to Ottawa

Ref: DELOA 192, 196 tr HT, Nov. 14, 15

no rpts.

GANEI 57 to NY, Nov. 15, no rpts

2032 tr New Delhi, Nov. 14, no rpts

TOP SECRET SECURITY INFORMATION